Aim: Attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) neuroimaging studies have identified substantial differences in reward-related circuits on a trial-by-trial basis. However, no research to date has evaluated the effect of motivational context on neural activity in settings with intermittent reward in ADHD. The present study was designed to identify neural processes underlying both immediate effects of reward and sustained effects of reward associated with motivational context in adult ADHD patients.
I NATTENTION, IMPULSIVITY, AND hyperactivity are well-known symptoms of attentiondeficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD; DSM-IV 1 ), a typical childhood disorder that nonetheless persists into adulthood in up to 65% of cases. 2 In addition to the classical symptoms, recent research has consistently established the presence of time estimation deficits, such as overestimation of time intervals, [3] [4] [5] [6] and reinforcement sensitivity alterations, such as preference for immediate rewards over delayed ones in ADHD patients. [7] [8] [9] [10] However, no studies to date have examined how reinforcement affects time estimation abilities in ADHD at a neural level, and what the roles of different attention allocation strategies are in modulating such effect.
Current ADHD accounts point at decreased dopamine function affecting two interrelated pathways 11 that could be supported by structural differences persisting in time. 12 Whilst abnormal mesocortical dopamine (DA) might underlie deficits in attentional processes, organization, and planning of behavior, dysfunctional mesolimbic DA transmission might result in deficits in both sensitivity to new reinforcers and extinction of obsolete ones. 13 As a consequence, reinforcers' potency as a function of elapsed time after behavioral response would drop faster in ADHD compared to controls. Such immunity to delayed reinforcers would entail a stronger preference for smaller immediate rewards over larger later ones in ADHD. 14 According to these models, management of reinforcers is highly dependent on temporal processes, pointing at the pivotal role of time perception in ADHD, found to be deficient in several studies. 5, 15 Neuroimaging studies exploring the impact of reinforcement on executive function in ADHD to date have adopted a trial-by-trial approach, 16, 17 contrasting neural activity between rewarded and non-rewarded trials. However, the effect of more ecologically distributed reinforcers involving environments with intermittent reward remains to be tested in ADHD. According to Jimura et al., 18 frontal areas enhance cognitive function even in non-reward trials if embedded in blocks with frequent but not constant rewards in healthy adults, thus improving global performance. Specifically, high reward sensitivity has been related to preference for sustained attention strategies over more reactive ones, which rely on transient neural activity bound to immediate reward. 18 Given the reward sensitivity differences together with sustained attention deficits in ADHD, 19, 20 it seems worthwhile to explore how this population reacts to contexts with intermittent reward. The goal of the present study was therefore twofold: on one hand, assessing the effect of reinforcement in a timeestimation task on a trial-by-trial basis, and, on the other hand, evaluating whether motivational context stimulates cognitive optimization strategies in an adult ADHD sample.
We predicted, in the first place, that neural activation associated with abnormal timing functions in ADHD (such as frontoparietal regions 4, 21, 22 ) and reward processing 23 (such as the orbitofrontal cortex 24 [OFC]) would be altered in this sample. Second, we predicted that trial-by-trial reinforcement would elicit cognitive facilitation strategies, improving performance in both patients with ADHD and controls. Finally, we predicted that patients with ADHD would fail to adopt facilitation strategies based on sustained attention throughout contexts with intermittent rewards and, instead, that they would rely on transient recruitment of cognitive resources in the face of reward trials only.
METHODS Participants
Twenty-one adults with combined ADHD (10 women) and 24 healthy subjects (12 women) were recruited for the study (see demographics in Table 1 ). The two groups were matched for age, sex, and IQ. The ADHD patients were carefully selected by a specialized team of psychiatrists and psychologists from Vall d'Hebron Hospital, Barcelona, Spain. All of them met the DSM-IV criteria 1 for ADHD combined subtype and were medication-naïve.
Standard ADHD scales were administered in both groups. The Conners Adult ADHD Rating Scale (CAARS) 25 and the Wender Utah Rating Scale (WURS) 26 were administered during the interview with the psychiatrist and contributed to the diagnosis. In turn, the ADHD Rating Scale 27 was administered before the functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) session. Control participants filled all five clinical scales before the fMRI session. All ADHD scores where significantly higher in the ADHD sample compared to controls (see Table 1 ).
Exclusion criteria included comorbidity with other psychiatric diseases or personality disorders, assessed by the Structured Clinical Interview for Axis I 28 and Axis II 29 Disorders and previous exposure to medication. Participants with substance abuse disorder, including those who had consumed tobacco and cannabis within the last 6 months, were also excluded. Participants with an estimated IQ lower than 80 were not included. The study was approved by the Hospital de Vall d'Hebron Ethics Committee and informed consent was obtained from all participants before taking part in the study.
fMRI paradigm
A rapid event-related fMRI paradigm with randomized trials and jittered inter-trial intervals was designed using E-Prime Studio (Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA, USA). Before starting the experiment, all participants practiced the task thoroughly by running the exact same intra-scanner paradigm on a laptop.
The paradigm was divided into eight blocks with 10 trials each. Each trial lasted around 12 s, adding up to a total paradigm duration of 16 min. The first four blocks were not rewarded (R− blocks) and thus participants neither received reward cue nor feedback after the trials. The last four blocks included 70% of reward trials and 30% of non-reward trials presented in random order (R+ blocks, see Fig. 1 ). This proportion was chosen based on the Jimura et al. paradigm 18 in order to generate two different environments: a scenario devoid of reinforcers (R− blocks) and a scenario with frequent though not constant reinforcers (R+ blocks). In the beginning of reward trials, a reward cue ('$$') was presented for 500 ms, and the monetary gain and accumulated gain were shown at the end of the trial (500 ms each screen). Non-reward trials from R− and R+ blocks were identical and did neither include the reward cue nor the monetary gain screen (see Fig. 2 ). Rewards ranged between +25 and +75 cents and were assigned randomly, depending of the participant's performance. All participants, including ADHD patients and healthy volunteers, completed the task in the same randomized trial order.
Within each trial, participants completed a timeestimation task. First, participants were instructed to estimate the duration of a red light. Red lights were presented at variable intervals ranging from 1 to 6 s with all participants receiving the same durations in the same order. After a short delay (1 s), a green light appeared on screen. Participants had to press the response button once when they considered the green light had been on for the same amount of time as the red light, the moment at which the feedback appeared on screen (see Fig. 2 ). At the end of each trial, an inter-trial fixation cross was presented at random intervals from 1 to 3 s. Blocks were separated by 15-s breaks.
Analysis of performance data
A two-way repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted with group membership as a between-subjects factor and (i) trial type (rewarded trials vs non-rewarded trials within the R+ context) or (ii) context type (non-rewarded context R− vs non-rewarded context R+) as a within-subjects factor. The dependent variable was the participant's mean time-estimation error expressed as a percentage in each condition.
fMRI image acquisition and analysis
Images were acquired in a Philips Achieva 3T scanner (Amsterdam, the Netherlands). T1-weighted images were obtained using a fast-spoiled gradient-echo sequence (repetition time The general linear model included two sessions. The first session encompassed the four non-reward context blocks (R−), whilst the second session included the four reward context blocks (R+). Each session included 40 trials modelled by two regressors: one for the encoding stage (red light screen) and one for the response stage (green light screen). The regressor for the response stage covered the period between green light onset up to the participant's button press, thus modelling processes related to the decision of stopping the green light after the estimated time interval. Durations varied as a function of participants' time inferences. In addition, in order to account for blood oxygenation leveldependent (BOLD) signal variance associated with immediate reward, the response stage regressor was split into responses involving reward (28 trials) and no reward (12 trials) in the second session (reward context blocks). Finally, six movement regressors were included in order to control for head motion. Baseline activity included both the 15-s fixation blocks and the 1 to 3-s inter-trial intervals.
After a first-level individual analysis, parameter estimates were submitted to a second-level group analysis. First, in order to evaluate possible neural between-group differences due to the presence of reward within trials, contrast images comparing rewarded R+ trials with non-rewarded R+ trials were submitted to a two-sample t-test with group membership as a between-subjects factor. In order to assess differential effects of an intermittent reward context between groups, a further two-sample t-test using contrast images comparing non-rewarded trials from R+ and R− blocks was conducted. In addition, whole-brain regression analyses using the different ADHD clinical measures' scores (ADHD Rating Scale, CAARS subscales' average, and WURS) as predictors were performed to assess the possible predictive value of these scales on neural activity. In each contrast, a whole-brain exploration was conducted with a peak-level threshold of P < 0.001 uncorrected and a cluster-level threshold of P < 0.05 familywise error-corrected.
In order to capture specific differences in brain activity associated with reward processing, parameter estimates of orbitofrontal activity were extracted from the previously described contrast images by means of bilateral anatomical regions of interest (ROI) of the orbitofrontal region using the atlas 'aal' (automatic anatomical labeling, MNI). The OFC has been associated with time perception. 30, 31 In particular, patients with orbitofrontal lesions have exhibited faster perception of time and higher impulsivity than patients with lesions in the prefrontal cortex excluding the OFC. 32 In addition, the OFC has been identified as a relevant node underlying ADHD neuropathology, including OFC cortical thinning in medication-naïve ADHD patients versus controls, 33 and ADHD patients showing similar levels of impulsiveness as OFC lesion patients. 34 Conversely, whilst the ventral striatum has been extensively linked to reward processing, 35 the implication of the striatum in time perception is less clear, with some involvement of the dorsal striatum in beat-based perception of time. 36 Therefore, we focused on the OFC rather than the striatum to evaluate reward in the context of time perception.
RESULTS

Behavioral results
Performance of the ADHD and control groups measured in percentage of time-estimation error is presented in Table 2 . As predicted, we found a Fig. 3 ). However, the interaction between reward and group membership was non-significant. In the second repeated-measures ANOVA, time-estimation error was not significantly affected by group membership, trial type (non-reward R− and non-reward R+ trials), nor the interaction between the two factors.
Imaging results
An overview of the main neuroimaging findings is presented in Figure 4 . Between-subject analyses did not detect differential activity between reward R+ and non-reward R+ trials, nor between non-reward R− and non-reward R+ trials at a whole-brain level. The control sample showed less variability in orbitofrontal activity, which allowed for the unveiling of a significant main effect of reward on orbitofrontal parameter estimates in reward R+ versus non-reward R+ trials We then conducted the correlation between the ADHD Rating Scale and neural activity across the different reward conditions in ADHD patients. Despite the lack of significant whole brain results, the ROI analysis (see left and right masks in Fig. 4a ) revealed an association between ADHD Rating Scale scores and increased left orbitofrontal activity during nonreward context trials versus baseline (r = 0.579, P = 0.006), decreased left orbitofrontal activity during subsequent non-reward trials within a reward context versus baseline (r = −0.491, P = 0.024), and increased right orbitofrontal activity during reward trials within a reward context versus baseline (r = 0.536, P = 0.012) after Bonferroni correction for two tests (left and right orbitofrontal ROI). When comparing non-reward trials across reward and non-reward context blocks, a negative association was found between ADHD symptom severity and left orbitofrontal activity in later reward context blocks compared to initial non-reward context blocks (r = −0.612, P = 0.003, see Fig. 4c ). In turn, when comparing reward and non-reward trials within reward context blocks, a positive association was found between ADHD symptom severity and left orbitofrontal activity in reward compared to non-reward trials (r = 0.526, P = 0.014, see Fig. 4d ). Both results survived Bonferroni correction for both left and right ROI.
In addition, including both groups in the correlational analysis with ADHD Rating Scale scores centered with each group's mean provided a negative correlation between ADHD symptom severity and left orbital ROI parameter estimates in the nonreward R+ versus non-reward R− trials (r = −0.428, P = 0.003) and a positive correlation between ADHD symptom severity and left orbital ROI parameter estimates in the reward versus non-reward R+ trials (r = 0.439, P = 0.003).
DISCUSSION
The aim of the present study was to evaluate the effect of contexts with intermittent reward in an ADHD sample. In our study, different attention allocation strategies seem to affect brain activation patterns during a time-estimation task involving reward as a function of ADHD symptom severity scores. Whereas significant neural between-group differences were not detected at a whole-brain level, ADHD symptom severity was a significant predictor © 2018 The Authors Psychiatry and Clinical Neurosciences © 2018 Japanese Society of Psychiatry and Neurology of orbitofrontal activity across reward contexts and reward trials in the ADHD sample using both the patient and control groups with centered means. Whilst orbitofrontal activity during non-reward trials dropped from initial R− blocks to subsequent R+ blocks, orbitofrontal responsiveness was greater in reward trials compared to non-reward trials within R+ blocks as a function of symptom severity. Given that R+ blocks were subsequent to R− blocks, the decreased orbitofrontal activity found in non-reward trials within R+ versus R− blocks suggests the presence of a temporal effect associated with an increasing deterioration of the orbitofrontal response in participants with higher ADHD symptom severity scores. This observation is consistent with previous literature indicating the role of the OFC in reward processing, 24 a function that has been shown to be deficient in ADHD. 23 Thus, recruitment of reward processing brain areas, such as the OFC, decreased in the second half of the experiment as a function of ADHD symptom severity. This effect could be due to the fact that participants with higher ADHD symptom severity are more easily fatigued by playing the same task over and over again, or more easily distracted or frustrated by intermittent rewards. 37 Nonetheless, orbitofrontal response was still higher during reward trials compared to non-reward trials within reward context blocks, pointing to a positive effect of immediate reward as a function of ADHD Rating Scale scores. Hence, participants scoring high in ADHD symptom severity were more susceptible to immediate rewards in later blocks regardless of their overall drop in orbitofrontal responsiveness. Conversely, intermittent presence of reward during the second half of the experiment was insufficient to sustain orbitofrontal activity across non-reward trials. This fact suggests that higher ADHD symptom severity scores might be associated with the adoption of a more reactive strategy based on immediate reward in contexts with frequent but not constant rewards.
An alternative explanation for these results would be the fact that non-reward trials within R− blocks (40) outnumber non-reward trials within R+ blocks. 13 Indeed, a differential number of trials can be an important confound in contrasts within eventrelated designs. In this respect, an unequal amount of trials could certainly be confounding individuallevel comparisons between non-reward R− trials (40) and non-reward R+ trials, 28 and between reward R+ trials 28 and non-reward R+ trials. 13 However, the group-level association between orbitofrontal activity and ADHD symptom severity scores can unlikely be explained by an unequal amount of trials, as the individual between-conditions trial ratio was stable across participants (40:28 and 28:12, respectively). Therefore, second-level orbitofrontal activity fluctuations related to ADHD symptom severity scores are likely independent of an unequal amount of trials.
According to Jimura et al., 18 the effect of motivational context is mediated by a temporal shift in frontal brain activity dynamics, especially prominent in reward-sensitive participants. Whereas reactive strategies involve transient just-in-time reevaluation of the task set and stimulus-triggered response selection, proactive control strategies require sustained maintenance of task rules and anticipation of responses. Therefore, even if we found a pattern of neural activity compatible with a just-in-time response based on immediate reward in participants with high ADHD symptom severity, we did not find increased frontal activity associated with reward context in controls, as expected. In order to replicate the results of Jimura et al., we should have found increased frontal activity in non-reward R+ trials compared to non-reward R− trials in controls, which would arguably mediate reward context effects in non-reward R+ trials. We did not replicate these findings, which could be due to the fact that Jimura et al. found a shift in frontal activity dynamics only in participants with high reward sensitivity scores, a measure that was not controlled for in the present study. In addition, differences in results could be due to the paradigm task. Whereas Jimura et al. employed a word-based working memory task, typically associated with prefrontal activity, 38 we employed a picture-based time-estimation task. In addition, the lack of behavioral differences between ADHD patients and controls in our task could be due to the task being too easy or due to the fact that the training period might have caused ADHD patients to perform as well as controls. Nonetheless, the lack of differences in a single performance variable (% of error) capturing complex higher-level behaviors, such as time-estimation, is still compatible with subtle BOLD signal differences associated with the task.
Additionally, the present experimental design did not allow for distinguishing between possible modes of dopamine dynamics underlying reinforcement effects, that is, whether the motivational context effect in controls is a result of tonic DA activity or a sum of different phasic DA pulses elicited by each reinforcement delivery separately.
All in all, the just-in-time orbitofrontal recruitment in the face of immediate reward in contexts with intermittent reward found in relationship to ADHD symptoms could be linked to a rapid decrease of the reinforcer's potency, thus creating the need to abruptly increase orbitofrontal activity 'from the bottom' when trials are rewarded. In other words, the inability to sustain long-term reward processing neural activity in high ADHD symptom severity scorers might promote just-in-time recruitment of the OFC, mobilizing attentional resources directed to improve performance when reward is immediate. The present results are in line with the notion that ADHD symptoms are associated with shorter and steeper delay-discounting gradients, 14 resulting in a faster drop of the reinforcer's potency, a phenomenon associated with immunity to delayed reinforcers. 13, 14 Such effects could explain the observed preference for reactive over sustained control strategies in settings with intermittent rewards, which, in turn, creates the need for frequent reinforcers in order to maintain sustained attention. Consequently, performance level in this population might only be maintained if reinforcer delivery is continuous.
In fact, intermittent delivery of reinforcers in the form of inconsistent and disorganized parenting and unpredictable social feedback has been related to maladaptive outcomes in ADHD. 13 Our results are embedded in this framework and establish a link between different attentional styles responding to motivational context and brain-activation dynamics in ADHD. Herein, the present findings highlight the need for potent, frequent, and coherent reinforcers in cognitive therapy programs for ADHD.
The results of this study suggest that orbitofrontal responsiveness during a rewarded temporal estimation task decreases over time as a function of ADHD symptom severity. In addition, immediate reward but not reward context seems to affect performance and increase orbitofrontal recruitment in high ADHD symptom severity scorers, who seem to adopt a just-in-time strategy in the face of reward. The lack of a reward context effect in patients with high ADHD symptom severity (i.e., response maintenance throughout contexts with intermittent reward), might be related to steeper and shorter delay-discounting gradients associated with ADHD symptoms, jeopardizing the reinforcer's ability to produce sustained neural activations in rewardenriched contexts. Whereas patients with less severe ADHD symptoms showed increased orbitofrontal activity during reward context trials with and without rewards, patients with more severe ADHD symptoms showed a more abrupt orbitofrontal activity dynamics in response to reward, leading to a more reactive trial-by-trial approach towards the task.
